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ABSTRACT

How pervasive is the vulnerability to link-flooding attacks that degrade connectivity of thousands of Internet hosts? Are some geographic regions more vulnerable than others? Do practical countermeasures exist? To answer these questions, we introduce the notion of the routing bottlenecks and show that it is a fundamental property of Internet design; i.e., it is a consequence of route-cost minimizations. We illustrate the pervasiveness of routing bottlenecks in an experiment comprising 15 countries and 15 cities distributed around the world, and measure their susceptibility to scalable link-flooding attacks. We present the key characteristics of routing bottlenecks, including size, link type, and distance from host destinations, and suggest specific structural and operational countermeasures to link-flooding attacks. These countermeasures can be deployed by network operators without needing major Internet redesign.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.0 [Computer Communication Networks]: General—Security and protection; C.2.1 [Computer Communication Networks]: Network Architecture and Design—Network topology
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1. INTRODUCTION

Recent experiments [26] and real-life attacks [6] have offered concrete evidence that link-flooding attacks can severely degrade, and even cut off, connectivity of large sets of adversary selected hosts in the Internet for uncomfortably long periods of time; e.g., hours. However, neither the root cause nor pervasiveness of this vulnerability has been analyzed to date. Furthermore, it is unknown whether certain network structures and geographic regions are more vulnerable to these attacks than others. In this paper we address this gap in our knowledge about these attacks by (1) introducing the notion of the routing bottlenecks and its role in enabling link-flooding attacks at scale; (2) measuring bottleneck parameters (e.g., size, link types, and distance to adversary-selected hosts) to understand the magnitude of attack vulnerability. We also present both structural and operational countermeasures that mitigate link-flooding attacks.
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Korea, Taiwan, Turkey, and United Kingdom). We trace the routes between \( S \) and \( D \) for Country15, collect over \( 1.9 \times 10^6 \) link samples from those routes, and plot their link-occurrence distribution, as shown in Fig. 1. This figure clearly shows a very skewed link-occurrence distribution, which implies the existence of a narrow routing bottleneck; i.e., \( |D| = 13 \) links are found in over 72% of the routes; viz., Fig. 1a. In this paper we argue that the pervasive occurrence of routing bottlenecks is a fundamental property of the Internet design. That is, power-law distributions that characterize the frequency of link occurrence in routes are a consequence of employing route-cost minimization, which is a very desirable feature of Internet routing; viz., Section 2. Fortunately, routing bottlenecks do not lead to traffic degradation during ordinary Internet use, because the bandwidth of bottleneck links is usually provisioned adequately for normal mode of operation. Hence, these bottlenecks should not be confused with the bandwidth bottlenecks in end-to-end paths [1, 23] since one does not always imply the other; viz., Section 6.3.

**Problem.** Unfortunately, however, bottleneck links provide a very attractive target to an adversary whose goal is to flood few links and severely degrade or cut off connectivity of targeted servers, \( D \), in various cities or countries around the world. For example, an adversary could easily launch a traffic amplification attack using NTP monlists (400 Gbps) [38] and DNS recursors (120 Gbps) [6] to distribute an aggregate of 520 Gbps traffic across the 13-link bottleneck of Fig. 1. Such an attack would easily flood these links, even if each of them is provisioned with a maximum of 40 Gbps capacity, severely degrading the connectivity of the 1,000 servers of Country15 from the Internet; viz., Fig. 11a. More insidious attacks, such as Crossfire [26], can flood bottleneck links persistently with attack traffic that is indistinguishable from legitimate traffic by routers and invisible to, and hence undetectable by, the targeted servers, \( D \).

To counter link-flooding attacks that exploit routing bottlenecks, we first define the parameters that characterize these bottlenecks; e.g., size, link types, and average distance of bottleneck links from the targeted servers, \( D \). Then we define a connectivity-degradation metric to provide a quantitative view of the risk exposure faced by these servers. The bottleneck parameters and metric are particularly important for applications in the targeted country or city where Internet-facing servers need stable connectivity; e.g., industrial control systems [9], financial [49], defense and other government services. For these applications, routing bottlenecks pose unexpected vulnerabilities, since diversity of IP-layer connections, which is often incorrectly believed to be sufficient for route diversity, only assures necessary conditions for route diversity but does not guarantee it. We illustrate the usefulness of our connectivity-degradation metric in assessing the vulnerabilities posed by real life routing bottlenecks found in fifteen countries and fifteen different cities around the world; viz., Section 2.

Analysis of routing bottleneck exploits explains why intuitive but naive countermeasures will not work in practice; e.g., reactive re-routing to disperse the traffic flooding bottleneck links across multiple local links; flow filtering at routers based on traffic intensity; reliance on backup links on exposed routes. More importantly, our analysis provides a precise route-diversity metric, which is based on autonomous-system (AS) path diversity, and illustrates the utility of this metric as a proxy for the bottleneck avoidance in the Internet. Finally, our analysis suggests operational countermeasures against link-flooding attacks, including inter- and intra-domain load balancing, and automatic intra-domain traffic engineering.

**Contributions.** In summary, we make the following contributions:

- We explain the root causes and characteristics of routing bottlenecks in the Internet, and illustrate their pervasiveness with examples found in 15 countries and 15 cities around the world.
- We present a precise quantitative measure of connectivity degradation to illustrate how routing bottlenecks enable an adversary to scale link-flooding attacks without much additional attack traffic.
- We present several classes of countermeasures against attacks that exploit routing bottlenecks, including both structural and operational countermeasures.

## 2. ROUTING BOTTLENECKS

### 2.1 Link-occurrence measurements

To determine the existence of routing bottlenecks, we measure the link-occurrence distribution in a large number of the routes towards a selected destination region. This requires that we perform traceroutes to obtain a series of link samples (i.e., IP addresses at either end of layer-3 links) on a particular route from a source host to a destination host in a selected Internet region. From the collected link samples on the routes, we construct the link-occurrence distribution by counting the number of samples for each link. Then we select the minimum set of links whose removal disconnects all routes to the destination region by removing redundant links. Section 4.1 describes the selection algorithm used. In these measurements, we trace 250,000 routes by using tracercoute from 250 source hosts (i.e., 250 PlanetLab nodes [42]) to 1,000 randomly selected web servers in each of 15 countries and 15 cities.

---

1. The permutation is a country ordering by link-occurrence skew. Finding it and de-anonymizing the country list would require repeating the measurements illustrated in Fig. 2a.
2. For example, a link is redundant if the routes that traverse it, also traverse a link already selected for the minimum set.
Traceroute is a common network monitoring tool whose use is often fraught with pitfalls [47]. Care was taken in analysing the traceroute dataset so that our measurement results are not affected by the typical errors of traceroute use; e.g., alias resolution, load-balanced routes, accuracy of returned IP, hidden links in MPLS tunnels. For a detailed discussion, see Section 3.3. We perform multiple traceroutes for the same source-destination host pair to determine the persistent links; i.e., links that always show up in the multiple traceroutes. We collect only the samples of persistent links because non-persistent links do not lead to reliable exploitation of routing bottleneck. We have found extremely skewed link-occurrence distribution for the 1,000 randomly selected hosts in each of the 15 countries and 15 cities, which strongly indicates the existence of routing bottlenecks in all the countries and cities in which we performed our measurements.

2.2 Power-law in link occurrence distributions

The analysis of link-occurrence distributions helps us understand both the cause of routing bottlenecks and their physical characteristics (e.g., size, type, distance from destination hosts) as well as countermeasures against flooding attacks that attempt to exploit them. To illustrate the skew of link-occurrence distributions, we present our measurements for 15 countries and cities around the world in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b, respectively. The fifteen-city list \{City1, ..., City15\} is a permutation of the following 15 cities, which are listed in alphabetical order: \{Beijing, Berlin, Chicago, Guangzhou, Houston, London, Los Angeles, Moscow, New York, Paris, Philadelphia, Rome, Shanghai, Shenzhen, and Tianjin\}. In these figures, we illustrate the relation between the link occurrence normalized by the total number of measured routes and the rank of links on log-log scale, for 1,000 servers in each country and city. The normalized occurrence of a link is the portion of routes between \(S\) and \(D\) carried by the link; e.g., if a link carries 10% of routes between \(S\) and \(D\), its normalized occurrence is 0.1.

We observe that the normalized link-occurrence distribution is accurately modeled by the Zipf-Mandelbrot distribution; namely,

\[ f(k) \sim \frac{1}{(k + \beta)\alpha}, \]

where \(k\) is the rank of the link, \(\alpha\) is the exponent of the power-law distribution, and \(\beta\) is the fitting parameter. Exponent \(\alpha\) is a good measure of route concentration, or distribution skew, and hence of bottleneck size: the higher \(\alpha\), the sharper the concentration of routes in a few links. Fitting parameter \(\beta\) captures the flatter portions of the distribution in the high-rank region; i.e., lower values on the x-axis. This region is not modeled as well by an ordinary Zipf distribution since its probability mass function would be a straight line in log-log scale on the entire range. The flatter portion of the distribution in high-rank region is due to the nature of link sampling via route measurement. That is, multiple links are sampled together when each route is measured and there exist no duplicate link samples in a route in general due to the loop-freeness property of Internet routes. Thus, the occurrences of extremely popular links are limited and the high-rank region is flattened. (Similarly flattened occurrence of high-ranked data samples was observed and explained in other measurements and modeling studies [19].)
To enable comparison of route concentration in a few links of different destination regions, we fix the fitting parameter $\beta$ and find the values of exponent $\alpha$ for the best fit across the fifteen countries; i.e., $\beta = 7.8$ causes the smallest fitting error. In Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b, the fifteen countries and cities are ordered by increasing value of $\alpha$ in the range $1.31 - 2.36$.

2.3 Causes

What causes routing bottlenecks, or high skew/power-law distribution of link occurrence? Often, power-law distributions (especially the Zipf-Mandelbrot distribution) arise from processes that involve some cost minimization. For example, research in linguistics shows that power laws defining the frequency of word occurrences in random English text arise from the minimization of human-communication cost [33, 55]. Thus, one would naturally expect that power-laws in link-occurrence distributions are caused by the cost minimization criteria for route selection and network design in the Internet; i.e., both intra- and inter-domain interconnections and routing. Extra cost minimization is provided by the "hot-potato" routing between domains. We note that a correlation between shortest-path routing and routing bottlenecks was already suggested in the Crossfire attack [26]. However, this suggestion does not show causality since shortest-path routing is not always minimum cost; e.g., BGP path selection criteria [16, 18].

2.3.1 Cost minimization in inter-domain routing

Inter-domain routing policy creates routing bottlenecks in inter-AS links: BGP is the de facto routing protocol for inter-domain (i.e., AS-level) Internet connectivity. The rule-of-thumb BGP policy for choosing inter-AS paths is the minimization of the network's operating cost. That is, whenever several AS paths to a destination are found, the minimum-cost path is selected; e.g., customer links are preferred over peer links and over provider links. If there exist multiple same-cost paths, the shortest path is selected. This policy is intended to minimize operating costs of routing in the Internet [16, 18].

To determine whether the rule-of-thumb routing policy (i.e., policy I) contributes to the creation of routing bottlenecks, we compare its effects with those of a hypothetical routing policy that distributes routes uniformly across possible inter-domain links (i.e., policy II). This hypothetical policy favors inter-domain links that serve fewer AS paths for a particular destination. To perform this comparison, we run AS-level simulations using the most recent (i.e., June 2014) CAIDA's AS relationship, which is derived by Luckie et al. [30]. We simulate the hypothetical policy using Dijkstra's shortest-path algorithm [10] with dynamically changing link weights, which are proportional to the number of BGP paths served.

Fig. 3 shows the normalized link occurrence/rank plots for inter-AS links when we create BGP paths from all stub ASes to the ASes in Country1, Country8, and Country15 according to the two BGP policies. To clearly see the different skew of the link occurrence distribution of the two policies, we measure the slopes of link distributions in log-log scale in the high-rank region. Since the link-occurrence distribution of policy II is not modeled by Zipf-Mandelbrot distribution, we simply measure the slope in the high rank region to compare the skew. Country1 has a barely observable skew in this region (i.e., the slope is less than 0.1) with policy II while it has a much higher skew (i.e., a slope of 0.44) with policy I. Country8 and Country15 have small skews (i.e., slopes of 0.21 – 0.23) with policy II and much higher skews of 1.10 – 1.24 with policy I. This suggests that, even though inter-domain Internet topology may have no physical bottlenecks (or very few, as in Country8 or Country15), the BGP cost-minimization policy creates inter-domain routing bottlenecks.

2.3.2 Cost minimization in intra-domain network topology and routing

Internal AS router-level topology creates intra-domain routing bottlenecks: Most ISPs build and manage hierarchical internal network structures for cost minimization reasons [46, 29] and these structures inherently create routing bottlenecks within ISPs. An ISP is composed of multiple points of presence (or PoPs) in different geographic locations and they are connected via few high-capacity backbone links. Within each PoP, many low-to-mid capacity access links connect the backbone routers to the border routers.

In general, ISPs aim to minimize the number of expensive long-distance high-capacity backbone links by multiplexing as much traffic as possible at the few backbone links; viz., HOT network model in [29]. As a result, backbone links naturally become routing bottlenecks. To show this, we carry out simulations using Tier-1 ISP topologies inferred by Rocketfuel [46]. We construct ingress-egress routes for all possible pairs of access routers using shortest-path routing [32]. Fig. 4 shows the simulated normalized link occurrence/rank for the three ASes belonging to different ISPs. In all three ASes, we find that the Zipf-Mandelbrot distribution fits accurately for high value of skew $\alpha$ (i.e., $1.77 - 1.89$) when $\beta$ is deliberately fixed to 2.1 to yield a best fit and allow direct skew comparison. That is, a few AS internal links are extremely heavily used whereas most other internal links are very lightly used. Moreover, most of the heavily used links (i.e., 70%, 70%, and 90% of 10 most heavily used links in each of the three ISPs, respectively) are indeed backbone links that connect distant PoPs. We reconfirm the prevalence of intra-domain bottleneck links later in Section 2.4.1.
Figure 5: Percentage of link types of the 50 most occurred links for each of the 15 countries. Three link types (i.e., intra-AS links, inter-AS links, and IXP links) and three AS types (i.e., Tier-1, Tier-2, and Tier-3) are used for categorization.

where we find that a large percentage (i.e., 30%) of links in routing bottlenecks are intra-AS links.

Hot-potato routing policy in ISPs aggravates inter-domain routing bottlenecks: The hot-potato routing policy is another example of a cost-minimization policy used by ISPs; i.e., this policy chooses the closest egress router among multiple egress routers to the next-hop AS [52]. As already reported [54], this policy causes a load imbalance at multiple inter-AS links connecting two ASes and thus aggravates the routing bottlenecks at the inter-AS links.

2.4 Characteristics of Bottleneck Links

In this subsection we investigate the characteristics of the links in the routing bottlenecks in terms of link types (e.g., intra-AS links, inter-AS links, or IXP links) and distance from the hosts in the target region (e.g., average router and AS hops) as a backdrop to the design of countermeasures against attacks that exploit bottleneck links. Our investigation suggests that the variety of link types found and their distribution make it impractical to design a single ‘one-size-fits-all’ countermeasure. Instead, in Section 5, we discuss several practical countermeasures that account for the specific bottleneck link types.

2.4.1 Link types

We consider three link types based on their roles in the Internet topology: intra-AS links, which connect two routers owned by the same AS; inter-AS links, which connect routers in two different ASes; and IXP links, which connect routers of different ASes through a switch fabric. Although the link types are clearly distinguished in the above definitions, the determination of link types via traceroute is known to be surprisingly difficult and error prone due to potential inference ambiguity [35]. For example, the AS boundary ambiguity [35] arises because routers at AS boundaries sometimes use IPs borrowed from their neighbor ASes for their interfaces. This is possible because the IPs at the both ends of the inter-AS links are in the same prefix. Borrowed IPs make it difficult to determine whether a link is an intra- or inter-AS link.

Our method of determining link type eliminates the AS boundary ambiguity by utilizing route diversity at the bottleneck links. Unlike previous measurements and analyses [35, 23], we measure a large number of disjoint incoming/outgoing routes to/from a bottleneck link. In other words, we gather all visible links 1-hop before/after the bottleneck link, and this additional information helps us infer the link types at AS boundary without much ambiguity.³

Fig. 5 summarizes the percentage of the link types of the 50 most frequently found links for each of the 15 countries. The average percentage of all 15 countries is presented in the rightmost bar. Notice that the intra-AS and the inter-AS links are further categorized by the AS types; i.e., Tier-1, Tier-2, and Tier-3 ASes. The list of Tier-1 ASes is obtained from the 13 selected ASes in Renesys’ Baker’s Dozen.⁴ ASes that have no customer but only providers or peers are Tier-3 ASes. The rest of the ASes are labeled as Tier-2 ASes.

Our investigation found two unexpected results. The first is that the intra-AS links are a major source of routing bottlenecks; see the rightmost bar in Fig. 5 where approximately 30% of routing bottleneck links are intra-AS links while the other 30% and 20% are inter-AS links and IXP links, respectively. (The balance of 20% is not determined due to lack of traceroute visibility). This high percentage of intra-AS bottleneck links contradicts the common belief that ISPs distribute routes over their internal links very well using complete knowledge of, and control over, their own networks. This result motivated us to investigate the practical challenges of route distribution within individual ISPs; viz., Section 5.3. The second unexpected result is that the majority of both intra-AS and inter-AS bottleneck links (i.e., 100% for intra-AS type and 81.2% for inter-AS type) is exclusively owned and managed by large ASes; e.g., Tier-1 or Tier-2 ASes. This implies that the Tier-1/Tier-2 ASes are the primary sources of bottleneck links.

2.4.2 Link distance

We also measure the router-hop and AS-hop distance of the bottleneck links from the hosts in the target regions. To measure a bottleneck link’s router-hop distance, we take the average of router-hop distances from the 1000 hosts in a region. A challenge in measuring the router-hop distance via traceroute is that some destinations used have firewalls in their local networks, which prevents discovery of the last few router hops from the destinations. When traceroute does not reach a destination we assume the presence of the destination immediately past the last hop found. Thus, the

³For IP to ASN mapping, we use the public IP-to-ASN mapping database by Cymru (https://www.team-cymru.org/Services/ip-to-asn.html).
measured router-hop distance is a strict lower-bound of the average router-hop distance from destination hosts.

Fig. 6a shows the average and standard deviation of the router-hop distance of the 50 bottleneck links for each of the 15 countries. The average router-hop distance ranges from 6 to 10 router hops with average of 7.9 router hops and no significant differences were found across the 15 countries. Considering the average length of Internet routes is approximately 17 router hops [13], we conclude that the bottleneck links are located in the middle to the slightly closer to the target region on the routes to the target. The distance analysis is also consistent with the observation that the most bottleneck links are within or connecting Tier-1/Tier-2 ASes.

Fig. 6b shows the average and standard deviation of the AS-hop distance for the 15 countries. The average AS-hop distance from the target to the bottleneck links ranges from 1 to 3 AS hops with average of 1.84 AS hops. Again, the measured AS-hop distances are strict lower bounds of the average AS-hop distances due to limited traceroute visibility.

3. VALIDATION OF BOTTLENECK MEASUREMENTS

3.1 Independence of Route Sources

One of the common pitfalls in Internet measurements is the dependency on vantage point; that is, the location where a measurement is performed can significantly affect the interpretation of the measurement [41]. Here we argue that our routing-bottleneck results are independent of the selection of route sources S. To show this, we validate our computation of routing-bottleneck results by comparing the connectivity degradation (defined in Section 4.2) calculated using the original source set S (i.e., 250 PlanetLab nodes) with that calculated using an independent source set S’ (i.e., 86 Ark monitors),5 as shown in Fig. 7. Notice that we select 50 bottleneck links for each country by analyzing the routes measured by PlanetLab nodes for both S and S’. The selection of these bottleneck links is discussed in Section 4.2. In most countries, the ratios of the two connectivity degradations are slightly higher than or very close to 1, which means that the bottlenecks of the PlanetLab dataset also become the bottlenecks of the independent Ark dataset. This also confirms the independence of the bottleneck-link flooding results from the choice of route-source distribution [26].

3.2 Sufficiency of Link-Sample Size

Another common pitfall in Internet measurements aiming to discover statistical properties of datasets is the lack of a sufficiently large sample size; that is, it is possible that the sample size is insufficient to detect possible deviations from a discovered distribution. For reliable parameter estimates, the rule of thumb is that one needs to collect at least 50 samples for each element value [8]. Fig. 8 shows the maximum rank of the links (ordered by decreasing link occurrence) that are observed with at least 50 link samples for the 15 countries in our measurement. The figure shows that for all 15 countries, all the high ranked links (i.e., 0–100 rank) are observed with more than 50 link samples and thus

5The CAIDA’s Ark project uses 86 monitors distributed over 81 cities in 37 countries and performs traceroute to all routed /24’s. For consistent comparison, we use the Ark dataset that was measured on the same day when the PlanetLab dataset was obtained and select a subset of the measured traces in the Ark dataset that has the same AS destination, D, used in the PlanetLab dataset.
the parameter estimates based on these links (i.e., $\alpha$ and $\beta$ in Fig. 2a) are statistically sound.

Fig. 9 confirms that we have collected a sufficient number of link samples. In this figure, we illustrate the normalized link occurrence with the various sizes of disjoint $D$ and observe how the link occurrence in the high rank region (i.e., rank 0-100) converges. We can conclude that $|D| = 1,000$ is sufficient to discover the power-law distribution in the top-100 rank because it displays the same power-law distribution in the range as that observed with smaller size for $D$; i.e., $|D| < 1,000$. Thus, with a relatively small number of measurements one can learn the power-law distribution of the few but frequently observed high-rank links.

### 3.3 Traceroute Accuracy

In this subsection we review the common pitfalls in analyzing traceroute results and explain why they do not affect our measurement results.

**Inaccurate alias resolution:** As shown in many topology measurement studies, it is extremely important to accurately infer the group of interfaces located in the same router (or alias resolution) because its accuracy dramatically affects the resulting network topology [46, 37]. Highly accurate alias resolution still remains an open problem. Our measurements do not need alias resolution because we do not measure any router-level topology, but only layer-3 links (i.e., interfaces) and routes that use those links.

**Inaccurate representation of load-balanced routes:** Ordinary traceroute does not accurately capture load-balanced links and thus specially crafted traceroute-like tools (e.g., Paris traceroute [4]) are needed to discover these links. Our measurement does not need to discover load-balanced links because they cannot become the routing bottlenecks. Instead, we perform ordinary traceroute multiple times (e.g., 6 traceroutes in our measurement) for the same source-destination pair and ignore the links that do not always appear in multiple routes.

**Inconsistent returned IP:** In response to traceroute, common router implementations return the address of the incoming interface where packets enter the router. However, very few router models return the outgoing interface used to forward ICMP messages back to the host launching traceroute [35, 36] and thus create measurement errors. However, our routing bottleneck measurement is not affected by this router behavior because (1) most of the identified router models that return outgoing interfaces are likely to be in small ASes since they are mostly Linux-based software routers or lower-end routers [35], and (2) we remove all load-balanced links that can be created by the routers which return outgoing interfaces [36].

Hidden links in MPLS tunnels: Some routers in MPLS tunnels might not respond to traceroute and this might cause serious measurement errors [59]. However, according to a recent measurement study in 2012 [11], in the current Internet, nearly all (i.e., more than 95%) links in MPLS tunnels are visible to traceroute since most current routers implement RFC4050 ICMP extension and/or ttl-propagate option to respond to traceroute [11].

### 4. ROUTING-BOTTLENECK EXPLOITS

Bottleneck links provide a very attractive target for link-flooding attacks [6, 26]. By targeting these links, attacks become both scalable and persistent. Scalable because the number of targeted hosts can be increased substantially by flooding only few additional links, as shown later in this section. Persistent because adversaries can dynamically change the flooded link sets while maintaining the same targeted hosts, making the attacks undetectable by traditional anomaly detection methods. In this paper, we focus primarily on the scalability of link-flooding attacks; i.e., we discuss the selection of target bottleneck links, the expected degradation in connectivity to the targeted hosts $D$, and how to increase attack targets without much additional measurement effort and attack traffic. The persistency properties of routing-bottleneck exploits is discussed in detail in the Crossfire attack [26].

To measure the strength of a link-flooding attack, we first define an ideal attack that completely disconnects all routes from sources $S$ to selected hosts of destinations $D$. Then, we define realistic attacks that can cause very substantial connectivity degradation.

### 4.1 Disconnection Attacks

Let $S$ be the 250 PlanetLab nodes and $D$ the 1,000 randomly selected hosts in the target region; e.g., a country or a city. For efficient disconnection attacks, the adversary needs to flood only non-redundant links; that is, flooding of a link should disconnect routes that have not been disconnected by the other already flooded links. Link redundancy can be avoided by flooding the mincut of the routes from $S$ to $D$, namely the minimum set of links whose removal disconnects all the routes from $S$ to $D$, which is denoted by $M(S, D)$. Note that our notion of the mincut differs from the graph-theoretic mincut. Our mincut is a set of links that cover all routes to chosen nodes whereas the graph-theoretic mincut is a set of (physical) link cuts for an arbitrary network partitioning. Thus, one cannot use well-known polynomial-time mincut algorithms of graph theory [53] for our purpose.

Finding $M(S, D)$ can be formulated as the set cover problem: given a set of elements $U = \{1, 2, \cdots, m\}$ (called the
have recently been introduced in the Internet backbone but the vast majority of backbone links still comprises links of 40 Gbps or lower capacity [24].

Fig. 11a and Fig. 11b show the expected degradation ratio calculated for each of the 15 countries and 15 cities for varying number of links to flood, or \(|B|\), respectively. These countries and cities are ordered by increasing the averaged degradation ratio over the interval \(1 \leq |B| \leq 50\). By definition, the degradation ratio for \(B\) (i.e., \(\delta_{S,D}(B)\)) is the sum of normalized occurrences of the links in \(B\). Thus, degradation ratio can be accurately modeled by the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the Zipf-Mandelbrot distribution since the normalized link occurrence follows this distribution. Parameters \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) are listed in both figures. We note that the ordering of the degradation ratios in Fig. 11a and Fig. 11b is exactly the same as the ordering of the values of the distribution skew, \(\alpha\), of the 15 countries and 15 cities in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b, respectively. That is, countries and cities with low \(\alpha\) have a lower degradation ratio (i.e., are less vulnerable to flooding attacks) whereas countries and cities with high \(\alpha\) have high degradation ratio; i.e., are more vulnerable to flooding attacks. This confirms that the skew of the link-occurrence distribution, \(\alpha\), of the Zipf-Mandelbrot distribution is a good indicator of vulnerability to link-flooding attacks.

Fig. 11a and Fig. 11b also show that the adversary can easily achieve significant degradation ratio (e.g., 40% - 82%) when flooding only few bottleneck links; e.g., 20 links. Given the proliferation of traffic amplification attacks achieving hundreds of Gbps or the extremely low costs of botnets, flooding several tens of bottleneck links of selected hosts in different countries around the world seems very practical.

### 4.2 Connectivity Degradation Attacks

Feasible yet powerful connectivity-degradation attacks would flood much smaller sets of links to achieve substantial connectivity degradation to the routes from \(S\) to \(D\). To measure the strength of such attacks we define a connectivity-degradation metric, which we call the degradation ratio [26], as follows:

\[
\delta_{S,D}(B) = \frac{\text{number of routes that traverse } B}{\text{number of routes from } S \text{ to } D},
\]

where \(B\) is the subset of the mincut \(M(S,D)\) links that are flooded by an attack. \(B\)'s size, \(|B|\), is determined by an adversary’s capability. Clearly, the maximum number of links that an adversary can flood is directly proportional to the maximum amount of traffic generated by attack sources controlled by the adversary; e.g., botnets or amplification servers. Here, we assume that the required bandwidth to flood a single link is 40 Gbps and thus the adversary should create \(40 \times n\) Gbps attack bandwidth to flood \(n\) links concurrently. Links with larger physical capacity (e.g., 100 Gbps) have recently been introduced in the Internet backbone but the vast majority of backbone links still comprises links of 40 Gbps or lower capacity [24].

Fig. 11a and Fig. 11b show the expected degradation ratio calculated for each of the 15 countries and 15 cities for varying number of links to flood, or \(|B|\), respectively. These countries and cities are ordered by increasing the averaged degradation ratio over the interval \(1 \leq |B| \leq 50\). By definition, the degradation ratio for \(B\) (i.e., \(\delta_{S,D}(B)\)) is the sum of normalized occurrences of the links in \(B\). Thus, degradation ratio can be accurately modeled by the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the Zipf-Mandelbrot distribution since the normalized link occurrence follows this distribution. Parameters \(\alpha\) and \(\beta\) are listed in both figures. We note that the ordering of the degradation ratios in Fig. 11a and Fig. 11b is exactly the same as the ordering of the values of the distribution skew, \(\alpha\), of the 15 countries and 15 cities in Fig. 2a and Fig. 2b, respectively. That is, countries and cities with low \(\alpha\) have a lower degradation ratio (i.e., are less vulnerable to flooding attacks) whereas countries and cities with high \(\alpha\) have high degradation ratio; i.e., are more vulnerable to flooding attacks. This confirms that the skew of the link-occurrence distribution, \(\alpha\), of the Zipf-Mandelbrot distribution is a good indicator of vulnerability to link-flooding attacks.

Fig. 11a and Fig. 11b also show that the adversary can easily achieve significant degradation ratio (e.g., 40% - 82%) when flooding only few bottleneck links; e.g., 20 links. Given the proliferation of traffic amplification attacks achieving hundreds of Gbps or the extremely low costs of botnets, flooding several tens of bottleneck links of selected hosts in different countries around the world seems very practical.

#### 4.2.1 Sizes of Bottlenecks

The size of a bottleneck selected for attack clearly depends on the chosen degradation ratio \(\delta_C\) sought by an adversary. This size is defined as:

\[
|B_{S,D}(\delta_C)| = \text{minimum } |B|, \text{ such that } \delta_{S,D}(B) \geq \delta_C.
\]

The bottlenecks selected for attack, \(B_{S,D}(\delta_C)\), are substantially smaller than their corresponding mincuts, \(M(S,D)\). Fig. 10 shows the set sizes of the mincuts and the selected bottlenecks for chosen ratios \(\delta_C\) of 0.7 and 0.5 for varying sizes of \(D\). The plots for the three countries show that \(|M(S,D)|\) is one to two orders of magnitude larger than \(|B_{S,D}(\delta_C)|\) in the entire range of measured \(|D|\) and \(\delta_C\).

In other words, the attack against the selected bottlenecks requires a much lower adversary’s flooding capability than for a mincut while achieving substantial connectivity degradation; e.g., 70%.

#### 4.2.2 Scaling the Number of Targets

Our experiments suggest that an adversary need not scale routing measurements and attack traffic much beyond those illustrated in this paper for much larger target-host sets (i.e., \(|D| \gg 1,000\)) in a chosen region to obtain connectivity-degradation ratios in the range illustrated in this paper. This is the case following two reasons. First, our measurements for multiple disjoint sets of selected hosts in a target region yield the same power-law distribution for different unrelated sizes of \(D\); viz., Fig. 9. Hence, increasing the number of routes from \(S\) to a much larger \(D\) will not increase the size of the bottlenecks appreciably. In fact, we have already
noted that, unlike the size of mincuts, $|M(S, D)|$, the size of the selected bottlenecks for a chosen degradation ratio $\delta_C$, $|B_{(S,D)}(\delta_C)|$, does not change as $|D|$ increases, as shown by the lower two curves of in Fig. 10. Second, we showed that routing-bottleneck discovery is independent of the choice of $S$, where $|S| \gg |B|$; viz., Section 3.1. This implies that, to flood the few additional bottleneck links necessary for a much increased target set $D$, an adversary needs not increase the size of $S$ and attack traffic appreciably.

5. Countermeasures

Defenses against attacks exploiting routing bottlenecks range from simple but na"ive approaches to far-reaching structural countermeasures and operational countermeasures. We summarize these countermeasures, discuss their deployment challenges, and briefly evaluate their effectiveness. Naturally, defense mechanisms for server-flooding attacks (viz., [17]) are irrelevant to this discussion.

5.1 Na"ive Approaches

The na"ive approaches presented here are the most probable responses that the current networks would perform once the degradation attacks hit the routing bottleneck of any target region.

Local rerouting: Targeted networks can reactively change routes crossing flooded links so that the flooding traffic (including both legitimate and attack flows that are indistinguishable from legitimate flows) is distributed over multiple other local links. However, this might cause more collateral damage on the other local links after all.

Traffic-intensity based flow filtering: Typical mitigations for volumetric DDoS attacks detect and filter long-lived large flows only because otherwise they cannot run in real-time in large networks [28]. This countermeasure cannot detect nor filter attack flows in bottleneck links because these could be low-rate and thus indistinguishable from legitimate.

Using backup links: Typical backbone links are protected by the backup links, such that whenever links are cut, the backup links seamlessly continue to convey traffic. However, backup links cannot counter link-flooding attacks because they could be flooded too.

5.2 Structural Countermeasures

Structural countermeasures range from changes of physical Internet topology to those of inter-AS relationships. Although this type of countermeasures might require significant time (e.g., months) to implement, it could widen routing bottlenecks and decrease link-flooding vulnerability significantly. For example, if a country is connected to the rest of the world via only a handful of market-dominating ISPs, no matter how well routes are distributed, the country would inevitably experience routing bottlenecks. To remove these bottlenecks, the country would have to increase its route diversity through structural changes to its connectivity to the outside world.

Fig. 12 illustrates how AS-level structural changes could solve the routing-bottleneck problem. The x-axis is the metric called AS-level route diversity and it is calculated as

$$\frac{\text{number of intermediate ASes}}{\text{average AS hops from Tier-1 ASes to target region}}$$

(a) 15 Countries

(b) 15 Cities

Figure 11: Calculated degradation-ratio/number-of-links-to-flood for 1,000 servers in each of the 15 countries in (a) and 15 cities in (b).
where the intermediate ASes are the ASes that connect the Tier-1 ASes with ASes located within each target region. The list of ASes within a target region are obtained from http://www.nirsoft.net/countryip/. Ratio (1) is a good proxy for measuring the AS-level route diversity because it represents the average number of possible ASes at every AS hop from the Tier-1 ASes to the target region. The y-axis is the power-law exponent $\alpha$ obtained in Section 2.2. We see the clear correlation between the AS-level route diversity and the power-law exponent for the 15 countries, which supports our claim that the more AS-route diversity, the lower the power-law exponent.

We find that the Western European countries use significantly higher AS-level route diversity (i.e., 24.5 on average) than the rest of the countries (i.e., 16.5 on average), and thus are much less vulnerable to link-flooding attacks. This is undoubtedly due to long-standing policies (e.g., local-loop unbundling [5]) in European Union to stimulate ISP competition; e.g., to lower the cost of entry in ISP markets) [15]. We believe that similar policies that promote ISP competition will increase route diversity and ultimately reduce the vulnerability to link-flooding attacks in other parts of the Internet.

5.3 Operational Countermeasures

Operational countermeasures could improve the management plane of various routing protocols (e.g., BGP or OSPF) to either decrease the skew of link-occurrence distribution or better react to the exploits. Although most of the countermeasures discussed here have been proposed in different contexts before (e.g., [54, 60, 22, 39]) their effectiveness in reducing routing bottlenecks is unknown. Hence, we briefly analyze these countermeasures here.

5.3.1 Dynamic inter-domain load balancing

As seen in Section 2.4.1, about 30% of the bottleneck links are inter-AS links. When an inter-AS link is flooded, at least one of the ASes should be able to quickly redirect the flooding traffic to relieve congestion. To do this, an AS would need to update its BGP announcements to its neighbours that use flooded links. However, inbound traffic redirection via updated BGP announcements [56] is not guaranteed since upstream ASes may have no positive incentives to re-route; i.e., upstream ASes would ignore these announcements whenever re-routing increases traffic cost. Even if neighbour ASes followed the updated BGP announcements, the long BGP convergence time (e.g., up to an hour [34]) would render them ineffective for timely response to link-flooding. Further delays would be incurred because out-bound inter-AS level redirection requires human intervention in the current Internet. That is, inter-AS traffic redirection can only be manually configured since inter-AS links are selected by the coupling of BGP and IGP (e.g., OSPF) protocols [52]. Hence, added costs would become necessary to diffuse flooding traffic [54]. Therefore, timely and cost-effective reaction to inter-AS link flooding requires a dynamic mechanism that adaptively utilizes multiple parallel inter-AS links [54] and/or multiple AS-level route with different next-hop ASes [60]. The specific design of such mechanisms is beyond the scope of this paper.

5.3.2 Dynamic intra-domain load balancing

In principle, intra-domain load balancing can be an effective countermeasure because any balanced link cannot be the bottleneck. Recall that we remove any load-balanced links from our traceroute dataset for this reason; viz., Section 2.1. Many of today’s networks, especially those of large ISPs, deploy intra-domain load-balancing mechanisms based on the Equal-Cost Multi-Path (ECMP) algorithm [22]; e.g., approximately 40% of Internet routes [4] are load balanced by it. However, ECMP is insufficient to prevent routing bottlenecks. For example, ECMP requires that all intra-domain routes subject to load balancing have equal-cost paths – a condition which cannot always be satisfied for the alternate routes that happen to be available during flooding attacks. Moreover, given that only about 30% of the bottleneck links are intra-domain (viz., Section 2.4.1), ECMP cannot solve the overall problem. To prevent the degradation attacks from targeting their internal links, large ISPs should identify commonly used but not load-balanced links and dynamically reconfigure their networks (e.g., by updating link weights) so that the identified links are load-balanced with other links.

5.3.3 Intra-domain traffic engineering

One of the most widely used traffic engineering mechanisms is MPLS. As of 2013, at least 30% of Internet routes travel through MPLS tunnels [11] and they are mostly deployed in the large ISPs. Unlike the local rerouting solution discussed in Section 5.1, MPLS reconfiguration can perform fine-grained traffic steering to avoid collateral damage on the other links.

However, the widely used offline MPLS reconfiguration cannot be very effective since it can reconfigure tunnels only on a time scale ranging from tens of minutes to hours and days [14, 57]. Worse yet, the online MPLS reconfiguration, called the auto-bandwidth mechanism [39], which automatically allocates required bandwidth to each tunnel and change routes, is susceptible to sustained congestion. This is because it cannot detect congestion directly but only via reduced traffic rates caused by congestion. Thus, even an auto-bandwidth mechanism would require human intervention to detect link-flooding attacks [48] thereby slowing reaction time considerably. Therefore, large ISPs need an automated control system that monitors link congestion and quickly reconfigures the related MPLS tunnels to be steered through other underutilized links. We note that the recently proposed real-time traffic engineering techniques that leverage software-defined networking (SDN) have limited scope; i.e., in datacenter [43] and private wide-area networks [25, 21]. It is currently unknown whether SDN can implement...
fast and robust traffic engineering in large public networks; i.e., Tier-1/Tier-2 networks.

5.3.4 Effectiveness of operational countermeasures

We evaluate the reduction of degradation ratios due to the following four defense strategies using the operational countermeasures: (1) inter-domain load balancing at all inter-AS links, (2) intra-domain load-balancing and traffic engineering at all intra-AS links, (3) all operational countermeasures at all Tier-1 ASes, and (4) all operational countermeasures at all Tier-1 and Tier-2 ASes. In this evaluation, the types of all flooded links are known. Fig. 13 shows the reduction of degradation ratios in percentage for 15 countries. It shows that the defense strategies that protect a specific type of links (i.e., strategy (1) and (2)) are not very effective in general (approximately 20% reduction on average) because adversaries can still find bottleneck links from the other types of links. However, the defense strategies deployed by Tier-1 and/or Tier-2 ASes (i.e., strategy (3) and (4)) show much higher effectiveness: when all Tier-1 ASes implement all the operational countermeasures, the degradation ratio is reduced by 40%; and when all Tier-2 ASes also join the defense, 72% of reduction is achieved on the average. This confirms our previous observation that the large Tier-1 and Tier-2 ASes are primarily responsible for routing bottlenecks.

5.3.5 Cost of operational countermeasures

In general, ISPs would incur negligible cost for the proposed operational countermeasures. It is well known that ISPs’ internal networks have substantial route diversity [51], and thus intra-domain countermeasures would not incur significant costs. Inter-domain load balancing would also incur low costs in most cases because large Tier-1 or Tier-2 ISPs could easily find multiple inter-domain links to balance traffic while maintaining the same next-hop AS.

5.4 Application Server Distribution

One might distribute application servers in different geographic locations, possibly using content distribution (e.g., Akamai [40]) and overlay networks (e.g., RON [3], SOS [27]) to distribute routes. The application servers have to be distributed in such a way that inherent route diversity is fully utilized; i.e., analysis must show that no routing bottleneck arises. However, this might not be practical for some domains such as industrial process systems, financial services, or defense services where constrained geography may restrict application distribution.

6. RELATED WORK

6.1 Internet Topology Studies

A large body of research investigates the topology of the Internet. Two long-term projects have measured the router-level Internet topology via \textit{traceroute}-like tools: CAIDA’s Archipelago project [7] and DIMES project [45]. Rocketfuel [46] is another project that use approximately 800 vantage points for \textit{traceroute} to infer major ISP’s internal topology. Together these studies provide important insights into the layer-3 topology of the Internet.

Our routing bottleneck measurement differs from the topology studies in two important ways. First, we do not measure or even infer the router-level topology but simply observe how the routes are distributed on the underlying router-level topology. Second, we do not need nor attempt to observe all the routes covering the entire address space but focus on the route-destination regions of potential adversary interest.

6.2 Topological Connectivity Attacks

Faloutsos et al. analyzed \textit{traceroute} data and concluded that the node degree of the routers and ASes have power-law distribution [12]. Albert et al. confirmed the power-law behavior of the node-degree distribution and concluded that the Internet suffers from an ‘Achilles’ heel’ problem; i.e., targeted removal attacks against the small number of hub nodes with high node degree will break up the entire Internet into small isolated pieces [2].

The Achilles’ heel argument has triggered several counter-arguments. Some find that node-removal attacks are unrealistic because the number of required nodes to be removed is impractically high [31, 58]. Li et al. argue that the power-law behavior in node-degree distribution does not necessarily imply the existence of hub nodes in the Internet by showing that power-law node-degree distribution can be generated without hub nodes [29].

Our routing-bottleneck study discovers a new power-law distribution in the Internet. However, this power-law is completely different from that of the above-mentioned work for two reasons. First, we measure a power law for the link usage in Internet routes whereas the above-mentioned work finds power laws in the node-degree distribution. Second,
the scope of our power-law analysis is different; i.e., it is focused on, and limited to, a chosen route-destination region whereas the above-mentioned work analyzes the power-law characteristics of the entire Internet.

6.3 Bandwidth Bottleneck Studies

In networking research, the term ‘bottleneck’ has been traditionally used to represent the link with the smallest available bandwidth on a route; i.e., the link that determines the end-to-end route throughput. To distinguish it from a routing bottleneck, we call this link the bandwidth bottleneck. Several attempts have been made to measure bandwidth bottlenecks in the Internet; viz., BFind [1] and PathNeck [23]. However, routing and bandwidth bottlenecks are fundamentally different as they do not necessarily imply each other. That is, routing bottlenecks are unrelated to the available bandwidth or provisioned link capacity, but closely related to the number of routes served by each link. Conversely, bandwidth bottlenecks can occur in the absence of any routing bottlenecks.

6.4 Control-Plane and Link-Flooding Attacks

Attacks that cause instability of the control plane in Internet routing [44] and link-flooding attacks [50, 26] have been recently proposed and launched in real life already [6]. Our past work on the Crossfire attack [26] presents a specific strategy to identify and flood a few targeted links for eight selected target areas in the US. In contrast to Crossfire, where we focus on the feasibility of flooding a small set of critical links, here we explore a fundamental vulnerability of today’s Internet, namely, pervasive routing bottlenecks that can be exploited by any flooding attack. We show the ubiquity of routing bottlenecks in various countries and cities around the world via extensive measurements, and identify their root cause. We also explore the characteristics of bottleneck links; e.g., link type and distance to targets. Last, we provide several practical countermeasures.

7. CONCLUSIONS

We introduce the notion of the routing bottlenecks, define it using power-law distributions of link occurrence in routes to chosen destinations, and show that it arises from route-cost minimization in the Internet. We identify the key characteristics of these bottlenecks in terms of size, link type, and distance from host destinations, and measure the degradation of host connectivity caused by attacks that flood bottleneck links. We show that the routing bottlenecks are pervasive and certain geographic regions (i.e., countries and cities) around the world are more susceptible than others to scalable link-flooding attacks. We present structural and operational countermeasures against these attacks and discuss their effectiveness. We argue that deployment of the proposed countermeasures does not require major Internet redesign and their cost is insignificant.
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